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About Fathers and
Family Support

ftners .are 2a:ents. :CO. Tr -at netts :3 pners ....oport programs have

:./vays heicc-ec famity memoers. many Drograr-: -a.e 'Curd f-o..vever. to gain the participa-

;on ot fathers -Ina to valiaate ..alners f-oles in treir ..es.T-e unfortunate truth is that atthough fathers

-).1ye never Peen excluded fro- Pai-ticeatin2 in tarn!. z..:cport programs. they ha%,e in practice been relatively "
:osent. Ana sc..n family suppo-: programs. tne worc Parent has too often really meant -mother'.

One reason for this is that family support programs f-ave reflectea the assumptions and attitudes of the !aril?". "

'-±r- society. society traditicna,.y nas viewea the of cn.!dren as Nomen's domain and has seen

athers ate as :flat ot ecOnOr- proviaer Puic progi-.,1-es Ina pc oies. sJcn asAid to Families with

Dependent C.- dren :Ina di iaNs. have favorea t-e -others parenting role ana often in effect discour-

aged the invo..ement of fatre-s n their children's :4..,es Aeotner fazor in the lack of involvement of fathers is 4

-.at n-ctnei-s chfolren are t-e usai oar: c oarar. -. b-c?'7.r-ns. Ihe nours of operation, and staff".

at many tarn!,.. support programs nave Defter suitea -otrers scneaules anc eeas. ;41,41

'n the corte-t o :Hs s cr.y -c.cen-:, that afttudes. practices. and policies regarding the

'.esponsiollitet al ....omen arc --en in their oarentin2 '-o'es Pave Degun to change and the separation of :tat

...omen s ;Irc: cbmains .e.iace..Aon.en - 1.e teen C:.Dec;e:: *..0 be full -time caregivers of'

.f-Iiiciren are fu:i time Darticioa-:s in tne pato Aork fO-ce...Vhen poth parents work, the expectation is that .4-A

.we also arec.There are more cay at -name clads and fathers taking paternity leave

-an eyer before. C...,szoay ar-a-aements no ionger assume tnat the mother will be the soleor even the prp-...

inarycaregiver. The feaerai Family ana Meatcal Leave Act of 1992 guarantees three months of unpaid (ea'i"-

icr individuaisregardless of ceederto care for a family member

Due in part to Vice Presicient Al Gore and his Father to Father initiative, national attention has turned to.:

fatherhood 'ssues. Family support programs arounc :he country are recognizing the importance of fathers to

children's development and are making a concerted effort to reacn out to support men in their parenting

roles. Programs strive not only to include fathers in their activities but to fully understand and affirm the
.

tributions men make to their families. to their children, and to their neighborhoods.

The best way to help families achieve positive outcomes for their children is to ensure the active involve:

ment of both parents in those children's lives. Researcn repeatedly has demonstrated that childmn raisea in

single mother-headed housenolds are more vulnerable socially and economically than other children.We

know that many of these children do well, and that having a father at home does not guarantee positive

comes. However we also know that having a father wno is ooth pnysically available and emotionally con

Increases the likelihood of a cnild's heaithY development.

There are barriers and challenges to getting fathers to actively participate in family support programs. M

fathers feel under attack: too much of the current spoken and written dialogue blames them for avoiding

household responsibilities, for not paying child support. for not being involved in their children's lives.

men are uncomfortable seeking support from family support programs. In some communities, mothers

grown attached to having the family support program as "their place- and are resistant to increasing the nurp

ber of men participants.The cnallenge for the family support field is to build upon the strengths of fathers;.f

families, and of parent-child relationships and to create environments that include, affirm, and support fathirs

as well as mothers. And family support programs. as this issue of the FRC Report demonstrates, are nsink

that challenge.
Vice President Al Gore is pemaps Amenca's most visible Dad, and is committed to drawing national "en-

von to and reinvigorating the -oie of fathers.There are many others working on the national and commun'

levels joining this effort.This issue of the FRC Report introduces you to some of their work the latest i

practice. policy and research related to the issue of fathers and family support. It describes the hard vrk

that's taking place to support 'athers in communities from California to Maryland and places in-between.:,,

presents the findings of researcn on how public policy affects fathers' involvement in their children's lives,

describes tre benefits for the.-- znildren when fathers are Involved.We've included a list of resources that we',

hope will be useful to you as .ou work toward assuring fathers a vital place in program development
,

weico^,e comme.--s.

Judy Langford Carter
Executive Director, Family Resource Coalition
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What's Behind the Fatherhood Debate?
A Guide for Family Support Practitioners

In 1992. political strategist James
Carville focused Bill Clinton's
Presidential campaign with the unforget-

table phrase: "It's the economy, stupid!"
For 1996. Carville has allegedly updated
the message. This year, "It's dad, stupid!"1

Professionals in the family support field
can expect to hear more debate about
fatherhood and fatherlessness this election
year and in the years ahead. This article
cuts through the rhetoric surrounding some
of the most important, controversial, and
emotion-laden questions on fathers'
involvement in their children's lives.
Knowing where the land mines in the
fatherhood debate are makes those in the
family support field better prepared to
sidestep them and get on with the work of
helping to strengthen fathers and families.

Both Democrats and Republicans have
made responsible fatherhood key elements
of their agendas over the last few years.
While accepting his party's 1992 nomina-
tion for President. Clinton sent a clear
warning to fathers who renege on child
support: "We will find you." While cam-
paigning for re-election in 1991. Vice
President Quayle castigated a culture that
believes that fatherhood is "irrelevant" in
his controversial "Murphy Brown" speech.
Now governors and legislators from both
parties are setting up task forces or com-
missions on responsible fatherhood in
California. Colorado. Florida. Wisconsin.
Vermont. and other states.

Why Fatherhood? Why Now?
Fatherhood is emerging as a major politi-

cal and social issue for four major reasons.
The first and most important is an unprece-
dented demographic trend: a large. increas-
ing number of children are growing up in
families without the continued presence of
a father. Between 1950 and 1994, the per-
centage of American children living in
mother-only families quadrupled, leaping
from six to 24 percent. In 1994, 19 million
children were growing up in homes from
which fathers were absent.2

For children, the absence of fathers is an
issue not just of quantity of parents. but of
quality of life. Children in father-absent
homes are tive times more likely to be

by James A. Levine
and Edward W. Pitt

poor and about 10 times more likely to be
extremely poor than those whose fathers
are present: they are more likely to be on
welfare, become pregnant as teenagers. fail
school, commit crimes, and experience a
host of other problems that result in both
emotional and economic costs.3

There is a second reason that fatherhood
is a high-profile issue, which is often over-
looked because it is more complex. Among
some populations, men have traditionally
occupied a provider role that is now being
challenged by economic forces, such as
global competition, corporate downsizing,
and women's increasing competitiveness in
the job market. Now, as in past times of
rapid economic and social transitionsuch
as the late 19th-century industrialization.
the Great Depression. and World War
Twomany Americans are proposing to
buoy up the (traditional) male role to
restore a sense of order and control.

The third explanation for the current
widespread interest in fatherhood is a num-
ber of growing spiritual movements that
call for men to change their ways of relat-
ing to their families. The Christian funda-
mentalist Promise Keepers are rallying
men around the country to take their "God-
given place" as leaders of their families.
The Nation of Islam. which last year called
for the Million Man March on Washington.
D.C.. is urging men to renew their commit-
ment to their families. And a broad array of
non-fundamentalist religious and spiritual
groupsas well as civic and social organi-
zationsare operating programs at the
community level that promote responsible
fatherhood.

Fourth is a set of demographic trends that
is increasing the presence of fathers in the
lives of some sthildren. As more and more
mothers become breadwinners outside of
the home, many fathers areboth willing-
ly and. in some cases, unwillinglytaking
a more active role in caring for children
within the home.

Single Mothers:A Scapegoat?
Many family support practitioners and

others worry that thc widespread concern
over father absence is not so much an out-
cry over the problems that single-parent

4 Mo ,OE Ai i R. 11- Pil44 .(1

families face as it is a way of blamin,- sin-
gle mothers for society's problems. Th'..
most careful and comprehensive resporhe
to this understandable :oncern is a recent
review of existing research by Sarah
McLanahan and Gary Sandefur. Growing
Up With a Single Parent: What Hurts.
What He/ps. The authors conclude that
-children who grow up in a household with
only one biological parent are worse off.
on average, than children who grow up in
a household with both biological parents.
regardles of the parents' race or educa-
tional background. regardless of whether
the parents are married when the child is
born, and regardless of whether the resi-
dent parent remarries."4

The research does not say. however, that
absence of fathers from the home guaran-
tees negative outcomes or that it is the sin-
gle cause of negative outcomes when they
do occur. "Growing up with a single parent
is just one among many factors that put
children at risk of failure, just as lack of
exercise is one among many factors that
put people at risk of heart disease." say
McLanahan and Sandefur.5 Low income.
including the sudden drop in income that
often accompanies divorce, is the most
important factor in children's lower
achievement in single-parent homes, they
say. Low income accounts for about halfof
the disadvantage experienced by children
raised in single-parent homes: the rest is
caused by inadequate parental guidance
and attention and the lack of ties to com-
munity resources.

The bottom line: While growing up with-
out a father does not necessarily cause
children to have social and emotional prob-
lems, it does increase their risk for experi-
encing these problems. Conversely, while
growing up with a fatherparticularly a
highly involved fatherdoes not guarantee
positive outcomes, it does increase the
likelihood of these outcomes.

Research should lead us not to blame sin-
gle mothers, but to strengthen the connec-
tion of men to their children and the avail-
ability of community resources to all
family members. If we arc concerned
about optimizing children's health and
development, we should be promoting the



involvement of both parents in their chil-
dren's lives, and the involvement of fami-
lies and family members in their communi-

ties.

What's the Answer?
Those in the field of family support

know that fathers are important in chil-
dren's lives, and are grappling with how
best to help men establish and maintain an
ongoine connection to their children. And
while the two typically offered "solutions"
to the problem of father absence, marriage
and employment, are important, they are

incomplete.
Proponents of the marriage solution

most notably sociologist William Julius
Wilson and The Annie E. Casey
Foundationsay that unwed parenthood
and divorce, and thus father absence, have
increased because cultural and moral
norms about matrimony have been
eroded!' This idea has been most recently

put forth by David Blankenhorn, who
argues that "married fatherhood is the sin-
gle most reliable, and relied upon, pre-
scription for socializing males." and by

David Popenoe who says that "the main

reason for contemporary father absence is
the decline of marriage."8

Proponents of the employment solution

say that the number of two-married-parent
households has decreased because employ-

ment opportunities have decreased and par-

ents' income has dropped, particularly in

the African American community. Low
male earnings not only reduce the likeli-

hood of marriage, but dramatically increase

the likelihood of divorce. Census data
show clearly that as men's income rises, so

does the likelihood that they will marry.
Given these facts, the pool of men who are
likely to marry has shrunk, especially
among minority populations. Since the
1960s, the percentage of young men ages
25 to 34 who earned enough to lift a four-
person family out of poverty has dropped
from about 83 percent to 67 percent. In

1993 nearly half of all African American
and Latino males ages 25 to 34 earned less
than S14.763. the income needed to lift a

family of four out of poverty that year.9

Both marriage and increased employ-

ment opportunities are desirable as ways of
connecting men to their children. Many

fathers are successfully establishing rela-
tionships with their children not through

one approach or the other. hut through a
combination of the two. But where do

these solutions leave those who work with
fathers and families? Both approaches
locate the problem outside the sphere of
responsibility of those who work with chil-

dren and families; after all. what can we do
to influence the moral climate or the eco-
nomic structure of our society and its limit-
ed opportunities for minority men?

To fully address the issue of responsible
fatherhoodof what will connect men to
their childrenwe must add a third dimen-
sion: the community. The community cm-
sists of the institutions in which family
support professionals work everyday,
which include, among others, health and
social service agencies. courts, religious
and spiritual centers. childcare centers, and
schools. In ways that we are now discover-
ing, those who work with families can
have a powerful influence on how men ful-

fill their responsibilities as fathers.

What Can I Do?
In promoting the involvement of fathers

with their children, family support practi-
tioners' most powerful tools are their rela-
tionships with and expectations of fathers.
Low expectations are self-fulfilling; they
tend to preclude change. If practitioners
assume that men in their communities are
not available, interested, or responsible.
they are likely to have those expectations
fulfilled. High expectations are not a guar-
antee of change, but at least they set the

stage for change to take place. Here are
just a few examples ot' change chat has
resulted when family support professionals
expected fathers to act responsibly:

In West Virginia. the rate of paternity
establishment for unwed fathers has
increased from 15 percent to more than
60 percent in just three years. A key fac-
tor has been training nurses in birthing
hospitalsmost of whom are women
to both expect and encourage men to
establish paternity.

Preschools from inner-city Baltimore to
suburban Marin County have involved
many fathers in their children's lives who
had previously been totally absent. The
preschools have trained staff to assume
that fathersregardless of marital sta-
tusare interested in and responsible for
their children. Now, many fathers are as
involved as the mothers are.

In Minneapolis, a partnership between
the Episcopal church and the family court
of Hennepin County has helped non-cus-
todial, unemployed fathers stay connect-
ed to their kidsinstead of becoming
"deadbeat dads." The partnership is prov-
ing that men act responsibly if they are
helped to find jobs and are treated as

more than walking wallets.

6
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As political debate and rhetoric about
fatherhood increase in this pre-election
time, it is important to remember the
lessons provided by these examples.
Family support professionals play a key
role in creating and implementing the
small changes that, bit-by-bit. will have a
major impact on the ways in which fathers
are connected to their children in the years

ahead.

James A. Levine. Ed. D., and Eward W Pitt.
M.S.W. direct the Fatherhood Project at the

Families and Work Institute. 330 Seventh Ave..
New York. NY. 212/465-2044 (phone).
212/465-8367 (fax). See the Resource File at
the end of this Report for information on their
hook, New Expectations: Community
Strategies for Responsible Fatherhood.
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Resource on Fathers

New Expectations: Community Strategies for

Responsible Fatherhood

by James A. Levine and Edward W. Pitt

1995 (New York: Families and Work Institute)

Available from FRC: 3121341-0900

Offers a new way of thinking and acting to pro-

mote responsible fatherhood, including a jargon-

free review of research. state-of- the-art review

of community-based strategies, tips from leading

practitioners. and a guide to more than 300

programs nationwide and to the 100 most use-

ful publicauons
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Collaborating for Fathers:
A County-wide
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The five fathers who are gathered
around the table of the Fatherhood
Coalition in Santa Barbara

County. California. make a diverse group.
Some are Chicano. some are white: some
are middle-aged. others are adolescents:
their income levels vary.

These fathers participate in programs or
receive services from members of the
Fatherhood Coalition, a group of more
than 70 service providers, researchers, and
advocates for father and families whose
outlooks on fathers' issues represent
tremendous diversity. The Coalition's
members work in health care: adolescents'
issues, including teenage pregnancy: gen-
der relations: domestic violence: and sub-
stance abuse prevention and treatment.
Together they are developing effective
ways to serve and support the diverse pop-
ulation of fathers and families in Santa
Barbara County.

The five fathers represent this diversity
well. All have been or are non-custodial
fathers, and none are married, but the simi-
larities end there. Their experiences with
child support, for example, vary from one
to the next.

James refuses to have his child be "a
hostage of child support.- Ralph has had
difficulties maintaining a relationship with
his adolescent daughter. Jim has used a
spreadsheet to document his income before
the court, and shares it with the others. He
pulls out a copy of his petition to the
Supreme Court regarding false accusations
made of him in custody hearings.

The two adolescent fathers. Marco and
Stes e. say very little, until they are urged

11.

At.'" It':
*

Coalition Addresses Fatherhood
to speak. They live in Santa Maria, a rural
farming community 70 miles north of
Santa Barbara. One has established pater-
nity and has physical custody of his child:
the other is waiting to become a father
his girlfriend is still pregnant. They are, of
course, concerned about being fathers, but
they are also concerned about being ado-
lescents and students, and gaining the skills
they need to become good fathers.

Seeking Solutions for Diverse
Families

The Fatherhood Coalition was created
for the same reasons many programs have
sprouted up around the country: high rates
of father absence, out-of-wedlock births,
and single motherhood, and their associat-
ed risks for children. But the Fatherhood
Coalition is not a programit is a coali-
tion of program staff, program administra-
tors, father and family advocates, and
researchers, convened by the Santa
Barbara Regional Health Authority, who
are examining the many facets of father-
hood to better serve families.

The Fatherhood Coalition's members are
working to achieve the following goals:

To identify and minimize societal beliefs
and behaviors that undermine the family
by undermining the positive involvement
of the father.

To support societal beliefs and behaviors
that reinforce fathering as essential to
building strong families.

To explore, understand, and educate the
community about fatherhood issues.

To assist and encourage men in nurturing
and supporting their children.

To foster male mentoring relationships.

To foster respectful and caring relation-
ships between mothers and fathers.

To foster healing of those wounds which
interfere with the ability of men to father
in a loving, committed, and joyful man-
ner.

While they have not developed a public
policy cure-all or a "bulletproof' service
delivery system that includes all fathers,

6 Arm ..c f ,-)AI 1110r! PIP( . 'Pf t )1 I $ t R)

the members of the Fatherhood Coalition
have taken the step that they say all com-
munities and programs that seek to cre-
atively promote paternal involvement
should take: they collaborate and learn
from each other.

The Coalition holds monthly meetings at
which Coalition members make group
decisions and share information, learn
about local resources, and listen to talks
related to fatherhood, family. men's issues,
and men's services. The location of the
meetings alternates between north and
south Santa Barbara County. A steering
committee made up of Coalition members
also meets monthly to set agendas for the
general meetings, plan the Coalition's
activities, and make consensus decisions to
provide guidance for the Coalition.

Coalition members are organized into
work groups that plan and implement pro-
jects on an as-needed basis. Current groups
deal with teen issues and mentoring, com-
munity education and policy issues, and
technical resource sharing and data collec-
tion.

The Fatherhood Coalition has grown
from 30 to more than 70 members. As their
collaborative effort has grown, so has their
ability to meet the needs of fathers and
families. Members of the coalition say that
any community that seeks to promote
fathering must also set broad goals and be
inclusive to any ideas, as long as the objec-
tive associated with those ideas is child-
centered. Failure to do so will do much
more than keep the five diverse fathers
from sitting at the same table: it will stifle
individual program growth and fragment
resources, allowing real change in pro-
grams and policies to remain elusive.

The Fatherhood Coalition can he reached do
Santa Barbara Regional Health Authority,
720-B Santa Barbara St.. Santa Barbara. CA
93101. 805/963-9261. ext. 217 (phone).
805/963-1672 (fax).
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How Programs Are Advocating for
Father-Friendly Systems

by Dwaine Simms and Elizabeth Sandell

-
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What

you are to us is an
open checkbook. Nothing
else!" This statement

addressed to an unwed father was not
made by the child support-seeking mother
of his child, but by a judge. The father had
just spent his most recent paycheck on til-
ing a motion against the mother of his
child for preventing him from seeing the
child despite the court's visitation order.

This comment captures the American
legal system's apparent belief that men do
not want to be involved with their children.
It is this attitude that is leading family sup-
port programs across the country to work
even harder to bring fathers together with
their children. One program targets specific
communities and sends married couples
door-to-door to identify and establish a
relationship with every young father they
encounter. The couples model relationship
building and parenting skills for these
fathers, who practice the skills while being
involved in their own children's upbring-
ing.

Another program buys out "sleaze ser-
vices" and adult bookstores. converts them
to light industry sites, and provides jobs for
previously unemployed fathers who are
from the neighborhood. In addition to
gaining self-esteem from working. the
fathers are given time during the working
day to take parenting classes and join sup-
port groups.

A comprehensive employment service
provides a nominal sfipend to young
fathers w hile they receive training prior to

employment. During and after the training
period the dads also take part in a parent-
ing support group.

A Minnesota county is offering training
on how to include fathers in work with
families: the training is provided to child
support workers, social workers who pro-
vide home-based services, probation offi-
cers, and school officials. Another county
in that state is making it mandatory that
those who work with adolescent mothers
also notify the county's department of
social services to open files for the fathers.
West Virginia has increased its rate of
paternity establishment by 45 percent by
training maternity nurses who work in
birthing hospitals to expect unwed fathers
to establish paternity.

None of these efforts to encourage father
involvement have become implemented
without facing numerous systemic barriers.
such as the attitude so clearly articulated
by the South Carolina judge. It has been
known for years that child support is more
likely to he paid when the father has pro-
tected access to his child. Yet the process
of involving unwed fathers in their chil-
dren's lives in many counties, such as
Ramsey County. Minnesota. begins with
paternity establishment and ends with child
support. Reasonable visitation isn't "visit-
ed" at all. Courts have even put children
into the custody of abusive mothers rather
than involving fathers in the children's
care.
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What Fathers Need,
And How Programs Can
Help Them Get It

Program evaluation data suggest that
fathers want a place to explore their man-
hood. rights of passage. and fatherhood.
They want and need to hear that it is okay
to choose to nurture a baby over running
with friends. Programs across the country
are responding to fathers' needs by build-
ing their skills in problem solving, so that
they feel comfortable talking with their
children, rather than fighting and using
violence with their children.

Some of the most telling markers of
progress among family support programs
that serve fathers are the stories ot' the
fathers who participate. In MELD's sup-
port groups for young dads, the men speak
about their own fathers in ways that are
entirely new to them. Like other fathers
throughout the country. they are recogniz-
ing that they can break the cycle of poor
child-parent relationships despite the cur-
rent unfairness of systems that are meant to
serve children and families.

Fathers are unsure of the difference that
programs can make. Many have come to
view the systems in which they are
involved and. by association. related pro-
grams as the enemy. not as sources of help.
It will take time and additional resources to
draw fathers into programs and then assist
them in managing their lives and being
involved in their families. It is important
that family support programs communicate
with fathers by lauding responsible fathers
and visibly challenging systems that pur-
port to be family-focused, but are not.

Fathers themselves are taking positions
in the family support field and showing by
their example that systems can change. The
father addressed by the judge at the begin-
ning of this article began organizing other
fathers in his community to change courts'
treatment of fathers as solely sources of
income, not as nurturers. for their children.

Daine Sinanv i.s Prokram Replication
Manakin- and Elkabeth Sandell A Ewratity,
Director of MELD. 123 N. Third St.. Suite 507.
Minneapolis. MN, 55401. 612/332- 7563
tvoice/ITYI. or 612/344.1959 (fiat.
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Child [Development:
The !Difference a Dad Makes

by Kyle D. Pruett
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zithers and babies have more to do
with each other in the 1990s than
in many previous decades. The

dramatic movement into the work force by
V.omen of childbearing years. the sofrening
of sexual stereotypes subsequent to the
women's movement, and the expressed
longing amone men for deeper relation-
ships in their lix es than those prox ided by
the workplace lime all conspired to bring
men into closer contact with their habies.
ss holier the v,ant it or not. Research on
father-infam transactions has challenged
the lone-held belief that the most important
thing a father can do for his child Is to love
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its mother. Fathers have a direct. significant
influence on the development of the infant.

How Children Benefit When
Fathers are involved

Research shows that children's social.
physical, and intellectual dexeltipment hen-
efit greatly fnim the inx olx emem of
fathers. in addition to onithers. in their
upbringing. bilants' scores on certain
assessments of intellectual and motor
development are higher if a father has heen
acthelx ins olx ed during the first six
months of the child's life than if he has not

been so involx ed. Babies also haxe been
found to he more socially responsise if
their fathers hme been in\ olved in their
everyday physical care during the first two
months of life. These babies also seem to
disintegrate less in the face of distressing
situations.

From the lather, the infant learns that a
person can care for him or her and yet dif-
fer from the mother in smell. size, strength.
sound. appearance. and handling style. It is
also thhiugh the lather that the infant
learns that comities and goings. separations
and reunions are part not only of maternal
nurturing hut of non-maternal nurturing.
This can he an important factor in helping
children resolx e the sleep disturbances in
the second year of life, because the father's
comforting the upset child in the middle of
the night does not require working through
yet another separation from the mother.

Both of these effects are mediated not so
much by the amount of time fathers spend
with children hut, rather, what they do with
the time they spend with their children.
A number of researchers in the 1980s
found that the number of hours fathers
spent with their children was not always
directlx related to the qualify of fathering
measured through warmth. re: ponsiveness
to the child. support for the cl-.1d's affilia-
tion and autonoiny or attentiveness. The
child's psychological well-being is more
directly associated with the quality of
fathering than the quantity. Much child
development research confirms that the
total hours of paternal involvement are less
important than how those hours are spent
and. ultimatels. how the time is evaluated
by the child. the father, andnot surpris-
ingly--the mother.

Father involvement may also have a
direct effect on the medical integrity of the
child from very early in the child's life.
The 1973 British hospital labor dispute
which led to so many physicians being on
strike offered a rare opportunity to obserse
fathers' presence during home deliveries.
In this rather unusual (at least for the late
20th centur i circumstance. many mothers
and fathers xx ho were not ideologicall or
mentall prepared for home birth w ere
faced with no alternative. When all of the
factors that complicate normal birth. such
as the mother being over the age of 30.

9
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diabetic risk, and primipara status were
analyzed. the factor that most mitigated
birth complication and further illness in the
child and mother was the father's presence
and aid at the birth.2 A 1982 study con-
cludes that father presence "reduces the

terror. loneliness, sensory deprivation, and
confusion of labor, especially protracted
labor. resulting in decreased birth compli-

cations."3
A variety of studies have articulated a

relationship between the father's interac-
tional style and cognitive development of
preschool children. Radin and Russell
report that boys' contact with their fathers
promotes intellectual development: these
fathers model modes of thinking and prob-
lem-solving, which their sons internalize.
In addition. cognitive development in boys
is negatively affected by paternal restric-
tiveness. hostility, and authoritarian disci-

pline and control. The positive relationship
between paternal contact and cognitive
development is less strong for girls.
although it is present in some studies.40ne
study shows a positive association between
fathers' involvement and their preschool-
age daughters' competence in

mathematics.

Father Involvement Decreases
Violence and Abuse

Current research rineals a dramatic find-

ing regarding the relationship between

father-infant care and subsequent sexual
abuse of children. Hilda and Seymour
Parker of the University of Utah did a
comparative study of 56 men who were
known to have sexually abuse their daugh-
ters and 54 men who had no known child
sexual abuse in their backgrounds. There
was a significant correlation between the
lack of involvement in child care and nur-
turance and child abuse. Overall. stepfa-
thers abuse children at a considerably high-
er rate than natural fathers. However, when
comparing stepfathers who have been
involved in nurturing their stepdaughters
during the first three years of life with nat-
ural fathers who were similarly involved.
we find no significant difference in sexual
abuse rates. The higher rate of stepfathers'
sexual abuse of daughters appeared related
to their higher rate of absence and lack of
opportunity to nurture during the critical
reciprocity of the early years. It is safe to
conclude that a man's involvement in the
physical care of a child prior to the age of
three, whether the child is his own or
someone else's, significantly reduces the
probability that that mvn will be involved
later in the sexual abuse of any child. It is
clear that humanization of both fathering
and of the child, which is inherent in daily
physical care of the child, erects a strong
barrier against later exploitation of parent-
child intimacy.

Fathers involvement also helps curb %10-
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lence by eliminating the rage that many
male children (and later male adults) feel
and express toward women. Concern for

men as perpetrators of violence has laced
American society for hundreds of years.
Certainly, men kill each other in staggering
numbers in wars, gang violence, and
increasingly common but still random
criminal acts. Many of these men are, of
course. fathers, and much of their violence
is directed at women, often in crimes of
passion. Traditional adherence to stereo-
typical views of male and female sex roles
encourages men to believe that they need
to be naturally dominant.

Many families rely on exclusively mater-
nal care. In these families, infants experi-
ence the mother as the sole, omnipotent,
life-giving figure of their infancy. A child
whose mother is set up in such a way and
is at some point unable to meet the child's
needs is likely to develop strong feelings
of rage against her. Male participation in

child rearing and nurturing tends to
decrease unconscious rage against women
by making it easier for women to satisfy
their children's needs. "The woman who is
completely without emotional or financial
support from her child's father has the
hardest task and runs the greatest risk of
incurring her son's rage," writes Miedzian.
Also, a mother who receives no support.
such as many teen mothers, is likely to
project onto the son the rage she feels
toward the father (and often toward her
own abusive, neglectful, non-present,
and/or non-nurturing father). Miedzian
suggests that the most useful way to reduce
male violence is to normalize male-child
contact through: (1) teaching men childrea-
ring; (2) teaching conflict resolution in
schools, and (3) presenting boys with role

models of pro-social. nurturing males. A

present. involved father is the best such

role model.

An In-Depth Study
In an effort to understand the depih of

the impact of the nurturing capacities and
instincts on the development of children. I

began a longitudinal prospective study of
the development of children in intact fami-
lies who were raised primarily by fathers.
The study began with the developmental
assessment of a group of these infants.
who were two to 24 months old. Seventeen
families were r,:cruited from the area
around a large New England industrial and
academic community near the Yale Child
Study Center. and represented the entire
socioeconomic spectrum, including those
receiving, federal assistance. blue-collar
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workers. white-collar workers, and profes-
sionals.

The fathers were interviewed extensively
at home while they were in the act of car-
ing for their children. Detailed histories
were taken about their lives, their families
of origin, their parents. their growing up.
and their previous experience with chil-
dren. All seventeen had been raised in
father-headed homes in which mothers
raised children and cared for the home.
They had all expected that they would ful-
fill the expected role of protector and
provider, and few even considered father-
ing as an important role.

The babies were the object of more for-
mal assessment than were their parents.
The first standardized assessment was con-
ducted at the Child Development Unit of
the Yale Child Study Center after observa-
tions based on a home visit had been
recorded and data had been collected. The
children were typically accompanied to the
testing session by the mother and the
father, who observed the administration of
the Yale Developmental Schedule. The
children's performance was that of an
active, vigorous, robust group of thrivin
children. They were competent and occa-
sionally functioned somewhat above the
expected norms of several of the standard-
ized tests. The youngest groups of infants
ranging from two to twelve months per-
formed several problem-solving tasks on
the level of babies who were sometimes
two to four months their senior. Personal
and social skills were also ahead of sched-
ule. The older babies in the group (12 to 22
months) performed as well. These infants
seemed to be attracted to and especially
comfortable with stimulation from the
external environment.

They also seemed to expect that their
diligence and curiosity would be appreciat-
ed and certainly tolerated by the adults in
their environment. They seemed to expect
that play would be rich, interesting, excit-
ing. and reciprocated by the adults in the
room. It was as though there was little in
the world that could not yield to these chil-
dren eventually.

As we looked at the data from the first
year, it was clear that the children were
thriving and developing well. We could
conclude thereforeat least from this first
yearthat the children were growing and
developing competently and that primary
nurturing father care seemed not to he dan-
gerous to the health of the infant or toddler.
It also seemed clear that these men had
achieved a deep reciprocally nurturing
attachment so critical to the early develop-
ment of the thriving human infant. The
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depth and rapidity of the attachment often
amazed the fathers themselves. The way
that it happened of course varied from
family to family. But how are we to
explain this slightly better than expected
performance? I would speculate that the
children were benefitting from the abiding
commitment of two deeply involved par-
ents. These women were actively involved
in the physical and emotional care of their
children when they were home in the
evenings and on weekends. Sixteen of the
seventeen mothers breast-fed for at least
three months, even after returning to work.

lt is important to reiterate that these
fathers did not consider themselves to be
"mothering." They were "fathering" in a
way which mattered deeply to them. In a
relatively short period of time, these
fathers had abandoned the mental portrait
of themselves as being stand-ins for their
wives. This permitted their own unique
nurturing styles to emerge, allowing the
men to begin thinking of themselves as
parents in their own right and not merel
substitutions for mothers. The develop-
mental competence of the babies clearly
suggests that this is not a second-class
operation.

This study and other research suggest
that it is the characteristics of the father as
a parentrather than the characteristics of
the father as a mar.iwhich appear to
influence child development positively.
Lamb describet, the warmth of the relation-
ship; how the father uses discipline and
humor; and instructional style as being the
most useful.mediators for positive paternal
involvement.o

The early results of the longitudinal
study. and the follow-up data collected
after 10 years. corroborate the findings of
the research reviewed throughout this arti-
cle: men can and most often should be
involved in the care of their children. One
fail-rf.r summed up the healing power of his
involvement with this child in this way:
"The more experience I have loving Allen
and being involved in his growing up, the
more my old hurts about my father and his
distance from me seem to heal. FunnyI
thought it w ould he the other way
aroundyou know, make it worse. rather
than better. It's better the way it is between
Allen and me."

Kyle Pruett. M.D.. Ls clinical pmlessor of Inv-
ehUary at the }ale Child Study Center PO.
Ha% 3333Vest Haven. CT 065/0, 203/453-
3632. lle ic director of training at
Pmvence-liarris Child Develipment Unit.
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Resource on Fathers

The Nurturing Father

by Kyle Pruett

1987 (New York:Warner Books,
2121522-7200).

A groundbreaking study of the
impact on children, mothers, and
fathers when fathers take on the pri-
mary childrearing role.
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Parents' Group is a Resource for
Fathers (and Mothers)

Mar Vista Family Center

it's an all-too unusual sight at a family
resource center a parents' group that
consists ot both vvomen and men in

equal numbers. m.orking together to
strengthen their family skills. How did Mar
Vista Family Center. in Culver City.
California, start a parents' group that both
mothers and fathers in the community find
useful and comfortable? They started with
the fathers

LiEST COPY AVAILAN E

How They Did It.
For almost 20 years. the Mar

Vista Family Center has provided
cntical support for the families
living in and around the Mar Vista
Housing Projects of west Los
Angeles Starting with a pre-
school that served just six fami-

lies and now serves more
than 500. the founders of
the center had always
hoped to turn the pro-
gram over to the com-
munity because,
according to Director
Lucia Diaz. "It is
theirs."

Like many other
family support pro-
grams. Mar Vista at
first was unable to
serve a significant
portion of their com-
munity: fathers. "It
was kind of difficult."
recalled Diaz. "I have
always had a vision of
having fathers here. We
were always talking
about how great it would
be to have fathers here.
but no one was doing
anything about it." she
said. "So I decided to do
something about it.-

Diaz knew that her inten-
tions alone wouldn't result

in fathers knocking down the door. First
she needed to gain the support of some of
the men in the community. "I started talk-
ing with some of the fathers. letting them
know what I wanted to do. I talked with
my husband. I asked them to support me
with this idea,- said Diaz.

Once she had some personal and com-
munity support. Diaz found someone to
facilitate the group that she envisioned.
After six fathers had signed up and the
group had begun meeting. Diaz thougni
her vision was well on its way to being
realized. However, she soon found the
fathers growing disinterested and unable to
effectively organize their meetings. "We
had fa leader] and it was working, but
something happened. I don't know, it just
started to go down. The men asked me to
come back and be with them." said Diaz.
"So I was a woman leading a fathers'

roup.''

The Fathers' Group Becomes
a Parents' Group

Although Diaz found it easy facilitating a
men's group ("It's just talking to a group
of people. sharing with them what I know
and learning with them at the same time"),
others in the community thought it would
be hard for men to truly talk about the
issues that they needed to talk about in
front of a woman. Not true.

The fathers had no problem having a
woman as their facilitator. With Diaz's hus-
band in the group, the fathers benefited
from seeing the couple model effective
ways of openly discussing the questions
with which they. too, were struggling: How
do we communicate with our teenaged
children? How can we discipline our kids
effectively? How can husbands express
their feeling to their wives? How can the
entire family be involved in problem solv-
ing?

Once the other fathers saw how Diaz and
her husband could work on communicating
their ideas and opinions to each other. they
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said, "We need our wives here too.-
According to Diaz. the problems that the
fathers brought up all had to do with one
main issue: communication. The men kept
everything inside, and if they kk e re going

to let it out, having their wives there to
participa:e in that communication was the
best thing.

The fathers' comments make it clear that
these meetings are important to them and
to their marriages: "I'm learning how to
work with my wife, my kids.... Coming to
meetings relaxes me.... We do good things
for our community.... We've cleaned up
the community, gotten rid of graffiti. ... It's
been useful.... I learn new things, positive
things."

José and Alejandra
Tonight is Jose and Alejandra's first time

sitting in the circle of parents. By far the
youngest couple, their energy level seems
higher at the end of this long day than that
of the others. The men are attentive. hut
fight off the sleep that their bodies need
after a long day of work. The women look
equally "--?d. and work hard to keep a
smile even when it', not their turn to read
their responses to the day's question: What
makes a wain a good team .) How dcies
your family work together as a team?

When Jose and Alejandro take their turn.
they look uneasy. and never turn to face the

rest of the group. But the other parents
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understand, and welcome the young couple
with smiles and nods of approval: "It is
good that you start so young," says some-

one from across the room.
Once the circle breaks, the parents talk

over coffee and cookies before heading
home. The fathers and mothers show pho-
tographs of their children in their soccer
uniforms, and comment on how far the

center and the group have come. One
father. Miguel. says. "We try to deal with
actual problems. whether they are in the
community, the homes, or in the family. If
,ou and your family are going to be better
off, that is the main thing." Alejandra says
it took José a long time to agree to come to
meetings at the Mar Vista Family Center.
When asked why, José says, "Well, I did
like the fact that my wife came over here:
our kids go to the preschool. But, you
know, it was the macho thing. I was like. 'I
got other things to do.' Eventually, I real-
ized it is better to come here than be on the
street: it's better for our children."
--D.A.

Mar Vista Fwntly Center Is at 5070 Slauson
Culver City. CA 90230, 310/390-9607

!phone ) 310/300-3097 t

Resource on Fathers

Getting Men Involved:Strategies for
Early Childhood Programs

by James A. Levine, Dennis T. Murphy, and

Sherrill Wilson

1993 (Scholastic Inc.)

Available from FRC: 3121341-0900

This workbook shows early childhood
programs how they can encourage and

support men in becoming active

fathers and care-givers.Also includes

portraits of 14 successful programs
and a list of programs that work with
fathers and materials on fathers.
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IIam blessed. I have wonderful childhood
memories of experiences with my
father, and he and I continue to share in

each other's lives.
As a child, I remember seeing my father's

strong hands guiding the birth of a calf, the
sound of his voice auctioning a steer, and
his no-nonsense expectations that my sis-
ter and I would behave according to the
rules he and my mother had clearly estab-
lished. In the past two years. I have
watched him beaming with unabashed
pride at the graduations of two of our
daughters. as he has at every major mile-
stone in his grandchildren's lives.

But there are many children who have
no memories of their fathers. Forty per-
cent of America's children will remember
living in a home without their biological
father.There are many who will remember
a courageous single mother, and others
who will not remember any adults who
gave them the love they crave.

We are understandably outraged by the
fathers who turn their backs on the chil-
dren they have helped to create and leave
them destitute. But even those who pro-
vide financial support frequently. intention-
ally or not, abandon their children emo-
tionally.

Many devoted fathers who want to pro-
vide good lives for their children are
stretched beyond the limits of exhaustion
by the demands of two or more jobs. or
long hours and longer commutes. Many
fathers I talk with are frustrated by the
lack of time that they have to spend with
their children, and confess that when they
do get home, they may just collapse in
front of the TV, too tired to hear about
the fight on the playground. or help with
the homework, or read the bedtime story.
I. recent poll found that 72 percent of
fathers would like to spend more time
with their children.

Too often American society equates
"parenthood" with motherhood, ignoring
the role of fathers, or presupposing their
absence.Too often institutions that claim
to support familiesschools, workplaces.
-eligious organizations. health and welfare
igencies issume that fathers are not
available, not involved, and not interested
in giving or receiving support.

We need to mobilize fathers to solve
.!-Ie problem or fatheriessness.We must
..nd ways to change cur culture so that

by Al Gore

men are encouraged to spend more time
with their children, and we must support
men in their resolve to be more involved
in their children's lives.

I am convinced that there is nothing
more essential to a successful father than
the active support of other fathers.That is
why I am so proud to serve as Honorary
Chairman of Father to Father, an initiative I
suggested two years ago that has been
transformed from an idea into a reality by
leaders in the fatherhood and family sup-
port fields.This national non-governmental
initiative is now uniting men with one
another in the task of becoming better
fathers.

Father to Father is founded on certain
shared beliefs:

ALL men need support in the difficult
task of being a good father.

Both children AND fathers benefit in a
reciprocal way from good fathering.

All fathers involved in Father to Father
will benefit from each other in a recipro-
cal relationship.

Men must help each other to support
the mothers of their children and to be
active partners in parenting regardless of
the status of their personal relationship
with the mother.

Connecting fathers with their children
connects them in a productive way with
their communities.

What does Father to Father look like in
practice? In Minnesota. for example. which
has launched a statewide initiative, more
than SO organizations have now begun to
work together in supporting fathers. For
exampie:

Eight school districts are beginning
Father to Father mentoring programs by
recruiting volunteers from among the
dads who participate in their Early
Childhood Family Education classes.

One district is developing a training pro-
gram for voiunteers and "Daddy Kits- to
provide information and activities for
dads and kids of various ages and stages.

A church-affiliated father support pro-
gram will offer wage and rent subsidies
to men who participate in their father to
father initiative.

The University of Minnesota is develop-
ing a network of peer educators to
reach out to students who are fathers.

In one rural county the schools, public
health and social service agencies, ane
the Minnesota Extension service have
formed a "Partners in Parenting" collabo-
rative to support young dads.

A major health care provider is planning
a Father to Father program for new dads
as a part of their "total pregnancy care"
initiative.

A spiritual counseling center is making
father support a new priority, bringing
diverse groups of dads together for
retreats to explore spiritual issues and
fatherhood.

An urban family support program is
organizing fathering forums, bringing
together African-American grandfathers,
fathers, and youth to create a strong
community of men.

Leaders of existing father support pro-
grams have volunteered their time to
develop and disseminate a directory of
father support services, as well as train-
ing resources for other organizations
that want to reach OM to dads :n new
ways.

I urge all fathers and groups who care
about fathers to join in the Father to
Father effort. Through Father to Father, we
will affirm and celebrate the uniqueness of
fatherhood and the power of shared par-
enting.

Together we can work to reconnect
men and children. Our nation's fathers are
depending on us.

2,1 Gore is Vice Pesident of the United States.
a Father in hother cammomtv Starter fit.
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Public Policy and Poor; Unwed Fathers:
Case Studies Show Dads Aren't"Deadbeats"

.00

The faces of poor, unwed fathers all
tell similar stories. Some of their
tales are just beginning: the stories

of pain and confusion of young adolescent
fathers who are vilified by parents. grand-
parents. and teachers for getting so-and- so
pregnant. Others' stories have long moved
past that rude introduction and on to a plot
that seems forever depressing: fathers in
their twenties and older, who are unable to
support their children. These fathers hear
many people sa, their children "should
never have come into this world with such
a weak daddy." The refrain. "I knew you
would mess up--you're just like your
father." rings constantly in their ears and
shows on their faces.

This condemnation takes its toll. They
come to expect judgement and lectures on
responsibility. And from the government.
they expect to he discouraged from
involvement in their children's lives. Why
do current policies have this effect? And
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by Daniel Ash

how can policy he constructed
and enforced in a way that
encourages male involvement?
The Center on Fathers. Families.
and Public Policy decided to ask
the people whose answers to
these questions are rarely sought:
poor. unwed fathers.

The Center on Fathers.
Families. and Public Policy
(CFFPP) has interviewed 71
fathers. The Center's goal was to
explore from the ground up the
impact of public policy on low-.
income, never-married. noncus-
todial fathers. One needs only to
look at census data and income

, studies to see that most fathers of
children receiving welfare are

3 poor. jobless. and in a financially
precarious state overall. The
findings of project are not
startling: the fathers are poor and
struggling, the mothers are poor
and struggling, and the children
are, despite the parents' need to

. claim otherwise, dependent on
both mother and father. But
because the data is based on
interviews, it provides an
extremely rare opportunity to
take the crucial first step of craft-

ing effective, fair policies that encourage
father involvement: understanding the real-
life implications of many well-intended
policies. These fathers were asked to talk
about the responsible things they already
do for their children, and what keeps them
from doing more.

How Does the Law Discourage
Father Involvement?

She got pregnant. you see. and we was

still in high sr/wall/I, were a good couple,

so I wasn't too pressed about it; I was 18,

she was 17 I Qnulwited from high school

(1 could've done better). but 1 couldn't find

any sivrk. 'e tnoved in together when she

got (>n /..1/.7)(7, and 1 was working last

food. I didn't want her to lie. but we could-

n't affOrd it otherwise. you know tent and

other stuff I know it was wrongher lying

about it and allbut what was I .suppwed

to do? She been good about it. she hasn't

gave them nothing on me, and she's been

on /AFDC/ for-filar years . . .

Father. age 22

Baltimore. Maryland

With little or no marketable education or
skills. the poor. unwed fathers that CFFPP
interviewed operate on the mareins, away
from their families and their children. In
some ways, the most tragic part is that
many of the factors that drive these fathers
tn the margin are beyond their control.
Here's why: current public policy that gov-
erns income and social support programs
has systematically ignored the needs of
low-income men who have fathered chil-
dren outside of marriage. Moreover, it has
created a situation in which poor, unmar-
ried couples with children are better off if
they don't live together as a familyor if
they say they don't. Contrary to popular
rhetoric, neither the father nor the mother
in the overwhelming majority of these cou-
ples is morally capricious, deciding to have
children one minute and then choosing to
ignore their needs the next. Instead, these
couples react rationally to public policy
constraints by not marrying and not estab-
lishing legal paternity: they do what they
have to do in order to maximize the
resources available to them and their chil-
dren.

How Do Families Cope With
the Law?

Can't nobody tell me I don't do for my

kid. Now 1 know I don't pay ithrough the

governmentlwhy should I? But I do do

few him. You see. 1 want my boy to know

that I paid fOr his shoes, his clothesnot

the state of CalifOrnia.

Father age 28
Los Angeles, CalilOrnia
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There is a pattern that emerges from the
ways m which poor. unwed couples
respond to the system. The mother, acting
as the custodial parent. applies for Aid to
Families with Dependent Children (AFDC)
and other support services on-behalf of
herself and the children. Upon doing so,
the mother is expected to cooperate with
the agency that administers the state's
AFDC program by revealing the identity
and whereabouts of the biological father so
that the state can issue a child support
order. collect payment from the father, and
issue checks to the mother. When a child is
horn outside of marriage, legal paternity
must be established before the state will
issue a child support order. The presumed
father must be legally confirmed as the
father either through a blood test or
through mutual consent of the mother and
father. For most parents who need AFDC
support long-term, paternity is never estab-
lished: the parents fear that the father will

not be able to keep up payments. or, like

the father quoted above, wish to avoid the
illusion that the government. not the father.

is paying child support. Another important
reason that paternity is not established is
that AFDC benefits are not granted if the
parents live together. By keeping the
father's identity a secret, couples protect
against the state finding out that they IRe
together and withdrawing benefits.

'The father, as the noncustodial parent.
does all he can, often with the help of the

mother, to avoid ever establishing paterni-

:Nirf,
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ty. If paternity has been established, they
do all they can to avoid the long arm of the
child support enforcement office. These
fathers are not "deadbeat dads"; converse-
ly, they avoid establishing paternity either
because they cannot pay, or because their
families are better off when they provide
support outside of the formal child support
system.1

The net result of this collusion among
low-income mothers and fathers is tragic.
The couple's.rational attempt to stabilize
the fathers' role and maximize resources in
many cases subjects the mother to the pos-
sibility of welfare fraud charges and losing
all benefits. And the lather. in many cases,
lives in emotional exile from his family,
because his presence would bring them
financial hardship. Some fathers, having
been taught early on that their role in the
family is limited to that of the provider,
voluntarily remose themselves from the
family.

The Need for a New Paradigm

I just don't understand. I've been estab-

lished as the latlwr caul I'm supposed to

pay, but I lost my job when they closed my

plant. I called the huly up at (laid sumort.

and I told her what luippened. She said,

"Good, you're doing the right thing by

calling us."
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But I just .1Ound out I owe ot,er $3.000 in

back support, even though I've had no job.

You know how I .jound out about it? When

I was about to get hard working seeurim

they ran me through consumer al:liars.

which said I was wanted for child support.

I didn't get the job. they're not getnng

child support--who wins?

Father: age 31

Los Angeles. Califiirma

Many people, including welfare advo-
cates, view non-custodial fathers such as
the one quoted above as opportunists: they
say these fathers stay with the family at
first, benefiting from the support that the
mother receives on behalf of the children,
but will eventually move on and ignore
their financial and emotional responsibility
to the mother and the children. On the
other hand, a growing body of researchers,
policy advocates, and social service practi-
tioners see the father as the abandoned
subject. In their view, the father, unable to
qualify for public assistance of any kind.
falls victim to a system that conspires to
keep him disenfranchised from his family
and the mainstream economy.

Although there are research findings that
support each of these two views, there is a
third option that has to be considered if
policy related to poor. unwed fathers is to
become famil-supportive.2 In order to
reach this middle ground, everyone con-
cerned about survival of low- income,
fragile families must first reconsider the
assumptions that they make about both
parents, especially the father. More specifi-
cally, we must acknowledge that although
many fathers fail to establish paternity and
thus never pay formal child support, and
often have tenuous relationships with their
children. they, like all parents. do in fact
want to be a positive force in their chil-

dren's lives.'
The goal of all social policies must be to

support parents, irrespective of marital sta-
tus, so that they can raise healthy children.
Yet many concerned individuals who claim
to be acting on the best interests of the
child continue to propose policy with only
two dimensions: support for one parent and
enforcement measures for the other. The
next wave of welfare reform debate must
recognize the need for a three-dimensional
policy, one that support custodial parents,
providing enforcement when it is neces-
sary. but is guided by a desire tor the well-
being of the family. For all low-income
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families. reaching this common ground is
critical.

Solutions: A Policy Option

The mother she's been having problems.

so I've had die girl for about six months

now And I went down to social services,

with my baby girlso they could really see

that I had hermul said. "Look I have her

can I get on aid?" They said no. I dont

care. I dont need them.

--Father age 22

Baltimore. Marviand

In order for child ,,upport agencies to he

truly effective for low-income families,
they must be more creative in their
attempts at reaching low-income men. As
previously noted. the never-married father
has no legal responsibility for his children
until paternity is established. And to low-
income, never-married fathers, paternity
establishment is the trap door for child
support enforcement. Therefore the pater-
nity establishment rate for AFDC-depen-
dent families has stayed consistenth km,
even with the advent of streamlined.
administrative procedures for pi..`t:rnity
establishment, such as establishing patemi-
ty in the hospital upon the child's birth.4
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This reality has frustrated policymakers
who view child support enforcement as a
ital link to other anti-poverty strategies.
Consequently. the designers of the most
recent welfare reform proposals have
sought to subject the custodial parent to
stiffer sanctions if they are deemed unco-
operative' because they refuse to help iden-
tify and locate the biological father. In
addition, present proposals attempt to put
more pressure on state child support
enforcement agencies by setting mandatory
paternity establishment rates. Currently
proposed federal welfare reform would
require that each state establish paternity
for at least 90 percent of children born in
the next five years. If states failed to meet
this goal. they would lose part of their fed-
eral block grants. Obviously, many policy-
makers feel that punitive measure are the
only way to increase paternity establish-
ment rates for AFDC families. They're
wrong.

Most of the fathers who participated in
the CFFPP case study said that paternity
establishment is not something they fear.
What they do fear is life after paternity
establishment: "What if I can't pay any-
more'?" wondered one father. "What if I
can't afford the order they give me? I
heard about a guy who, after they took out
his Ichildl support. only took home S75 a
week. That is not going to happen to me.
no way."

A number of local programs and demon-
strations projects have shown that fathers
establish paternity if they have some guar-
antee that they will he able to manage the
entire process and the risks that can
accompany it.5 All of the fathers inter-
viewed by CFFPP indicated that enhanced
paternity establishment--a guarantee that
when they establish paternity they will
have access to education and training
opportunities. job placement assistance.
parenting classes, and assistance in dealing
with child support enforcement officials--
would turn them around on the issue of
paternity establishment. An important part
of family-supportive child Y .Cport enforce-
ment is providing advocates to accompany
fathers through difficulties. Although most
fathers indicated that securing stable
employment was their main priority. more
than 75 percent said they would establi..h
paternity and pay child support if they had
someone representing them during the
process. someone of whom they could ask
questions without fearing negative reper
cussions for themselves and their families.

Of course, much more than paternity
establishment, enhanced or otherwise, is
needed to truly meet the needs of low-
income fathers and their families. If future

public policy initiatives are to be construc-
tive and sustaining to all families, a new
paradigm must emerge in which each
member of the family is seen as an individ-
ual, yet as crucial to the viability of the
whole. Moreover. we must begin to chal-
lenge our assumptions about low-income,
noncustodial fathers, and to move beyond
our biases regarding what they can or
should contribute to the family. The first
step to accomplishing this task is for each
of us to disassociate the monolithic.
grotesque image of the "deadbeat dad"
from the many fathers who have little to no
choice concerning their reality, their story.

Danwl A sit Ls Policy Amtlyst for the Center for
latlwrs. Fmnilies. and Public Policy; Family
Resouwe Coalition. 200 S. MiclUgan Ace..
loth Floor Chicago. IL 60604. 312/341-0900.
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Bringing Home Better Communication:
Fathers' and Mothers' Groups
WorkTogether in Baltimore

Tfnight at Saint Bernadine's Head
Start and Adult Learning Center,
athers are talking about how they

can effectively communicate with and dis-
cipline their children. The fathers' way of
expressing their positions is to tell stories:
one describes how his mother calmly
scolded him and explained what he did

wrong; another says his father beat him on
the buttocks so long and so hard that he
would never again do what had brought on

the punishment; another's grandfather
scolded him by telling a story, a parable
that he would never forget. When one of
the fathers delves deep into his childhood.
facilitator Henry Gregory and the other
fathers allow him to explore freely, to
digress if he has to, because they know that
uncovering these memories of how he was
raised will make him a better fatherand
that's what they're all here to achieve.

How the Fathers Found Each

Other
The fathers say they owe much to the

mothers involved in the Saint Bernadine
Head Start and Adult Learning Center.
According to executive director Sheila
Tucker, in the early 80s. the women called

for deliberate involvement of fathers in the

center because they realized that it took
both mothers and fathers to create a better
environment tor children, "The concept

came from the women." said Tucker. "We
wanted to create an environment where
f women and menl could come together
and talk about what needed to happen for
their families to be empowered."

In 1981. staff began to actively work to
get men to participate in the family life

group. The women who had long partici-
pated in this group had gained confidence
and were beginning to articulate their opin-
ions, needs, and concernsmany of which

had to do with having heen abandoned by
their children's fathers and left alone to
raise kids in impoverished conditions.
Accoiding to Tucker, the women's expres-
sion of these feelings in the group led to
the new male participants feeling "under
attack." At first. said Tucker, "it was a real
hostile place for men." Little by little, they
stopped coming.

Staff learned from the experience, and
decided that the best way to involve the
fathers in the center was to create a place
where they felt safe, where their needs
would be met. They started a weekly
men's group and called it the Male
Involvement Project.

Although many service providers think
getting men to participate is the biggest
hurdle in starting a fathers' group, this was
not the case for the Saint Bernadine group.
Fathers attended the weekly meetings right
from the start. "The men were ready to
share in a place where they were not going

to be attacked and where they shared a kin-
ship with other men." said Tucker.

Fathers took the group seriously, and
took ownership of it by deciding together
on some basic rules that they would follow.
such as no drinking, no smoking, and no
drug use during meetings. Although these
rules may seem like a given for any viable
family support program activity, setting
them allowed the fathers to make a con-
scious decision about how thcy would
function and relate to each other.

The fathers who regularly participate say
they have evolved and grown as men.
When James Worthy. Male Involvement
Project Director, looks at the fathers, he
sees "pride, men knowing and feeling
capable. and men taking plans and putting
them in action, implementing themtrue
healing." Many fathers have joined the
group after hearing about it from partici-

pants. The fathers who attend the weekly
meetings of the Male Involvement Project
at Saint Bernadine's come because they
want to he there. No one is mandated to
attend.

Completing the Equation
The mothers have their separate meet-

ings, the fathers have their separate meet-
ings, so how does Saint Bernadine's Head
Start and Adult Learning Center help fami-
lies work together'? The two groups meet
jointly during the third week of every
month. These joint sessions give the
fathers and the mothers the opportunity to
practice the communication skills that
many of them are learning in their separate
groups. Often, says Tucker. this means
practicing the 50 percent of communica-
tion that too many of us could use some
work on: listening. Tucker finds that many
people, "especially if they are disagreeing,
plan their responses before they've truly
heard what the other party is saying." In

their meetings, when group members want
to respond to another's comments, they
first repeat what that person has said, and
give him or her thc chance to confirm or
correct their interpretation.

These communication skills allow fathers

in the Male Involvement Project to share

more effectively with each other and with
their families. After saying a prayer and
breaking from their weekly group, they all

have a look of satisfaction on their faces.
They've shared with each other. They've
listened to each other. And they take these

abilities home with them.
D.A.
Saint Bernadine's Head Start and Adult
lxarnmq Center is at 3814 Edmondson
Avenue. Balthnore. MD. 21229. 410/233-4500

(phone). 410/362-6720 (kr).
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Fathers and Families:
Building a Framework for

Research, Practice, and Policy

11111"'

The resurgence of interest in and
talk about familiesfrom debates
about welfare reform to discus-

sions about family valuesis part of a
continually evolving and expandirig dis-
course on changing family structures, par-
ents' roles, and apparent threats to the
well-being of children. The issue of fathers
and fatherhood, once the focus of only a
small strand of the field of family studies,
has moved to the center, and represents a
critical and meaningful area of inquiry for
research efforts that aim to support chil-
dren's development.

The burgeoning interest in fathers and
families is occurring at a time when
increasing numbers of children and fami-
lies are likely to experience hardship and
social vulnerability. Revisions in family
support policies and the elimination of
public assistance programs portend a diffi-
cult future tor many children and families.
Impending welfare reform measures are
predicted to have dramatic and negative
effects on many poor families who, despite
the importance of work and the pervasive-
ness of joblessness among many mothers
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and fathers, require more than employment
to make the transition to self-sufficiency.

Although.research on fathers is increas-
ing, the number of studies in this area is
still relatively small. Much of the research
examines questions about father absence
and the impact of father involvement on
the emotional, social, and financial well-
being of children. Rather than replacing the
mother-focused research on families, cur-
rent research on fathers' roles seeks to
understand better how fathers (particularly
those of children living in poverty) con-
tribute to the general quality of their chil-
dren's lives. This research examines
fathers' roles within and outside of conven-
tional family forms, and how fathers might
support mothers in daily parenting tasks
and care of children.

The effects of father absence are not the
sole concern of the research: also impor-
tant are the issues related to child support
and paternity establishment. These issues
concern a range of fathers, such as noncus-
todial low-income fathers: fathers in
diverse cultural and ethnic groups: and
middle-class fathers. To address these

issues, we must explore father-child attach-
ment and cooperative parenting between
fathers and mothers, including when
fathers live outside the home. We must
examine the nature of mothers' influence
in children's lives and the ways in which
fathers can support the mothers of their
children effectively and in a non-adversari-
al manner. We must document the experi-
ences of families who face chronic poverty.
and those who are working toward eco-
nomic security. In short, we must translate
intellectual concerns into sound research.
practice. and policy that ensure the healthy
development of children, irrespective of
the circumstances of their birth.

An Increasingly Vulnerable
Population of Children and
Parents

From a practical viewpoint, father
absence matters. More than one-half of all
children will live at least some portion of
their formative years in a mother-only
household. These children are six times
more likely to be poor than children who
live with both parents) A parent of any age
may find child rearing challenging and for-
midable in the absence of another parent or
other sources of support. Many of these
young parents are young, are raising chil-
dren in poverty, and have few familial or
community sources of support. Many find
parenting and child rearing to be lonely
experiences. and seek guidance and assis-
tance to make the developmental transition
into responsible parenting roles. The inher-
ent stresses associated with single parent-
ing and the practical advantages of having
another parent or adult share the decision
making and emotional responsibility for
children arc the focus of research across
disciplines.=

The hardships and risks that these fami-
lies face beg researchers, practitioners, pol-
icymakers, and advocates to ask and act on
the question: Why do these children need
forfeit their right to childhood and to our
protection? A number of programs are
showing that with the right support. they
need not. But what is particularly striking
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about the research to date is the relatively
limited exploration of these programs that
provide support to young parents. These
efforts, which include father-focused,
mother-specific. and co-parenting pro-
grams are rich sources of information
about the lives of young fathers and the
needs of single-parent families. As recent
reports from the Young Unwed Fathers
Project and the Parents Fair Share Project
suggest. programs and program partici-
pants provide insights into the personal and
systemic barriers to father involvement.3

Core Learnings on Fathers and
Families

Research and programs that deal with
fathers and families can not be naive or
inattentive regarding the impact. positive
or negative, associated with facilitating
father involvement, particularly when such
involvement leads to adversarial or
destructive familial relationships. Rather
than simply asking what the negative
effects of father absence are. the National
Center on Fathers and Families4 (NCOFF)
has posed three questions:

I What difference does it make when a
father participates in his children's
development, especially for children liv-
ing in poverty and in environments with
few role models of responsible father-
ing'?

2. How does father participation make a
difference'? and

3. What will it take
to make the nec-
essary difference
in the lives of
children'?

By seeking
answers to these
questions using
practical knowledge
from the field and
theoretical frame-
works from
research. we can dis-
cover policy and
programmatic
approaches that
increase family effi-
cacy.

The experiences of
practitioners in pro-
grams that serve
fathers, mothers. and
children, along with.
major current or

emerging themes identified by researchers.
have been synthesized by NCOFF into
seven Core Learnings. It should be the task
of researchers, including NCOFF, to test
the assumptions that inform these ideas:
support research that examines whether.
how, how often, when, and to what degree
the father behaviors described here occur
within or outside of two-parent family
householCs; and disseminate to the field
data that contributes to the development of
parents. children, and families. The Core
Learnings are: .

I. Fathers care. That fathers care is docu-
mented in a variety of reports and stud-
ies.5 Father caring may assume many
different formsfrom emotional com-
mitment to children's development to
hands-on support in the home and
responsibility for childcare. The research
in this area is constrained, however, by a
narrow focus on fathers in middle-class.
well-educated, white, intact families.

2. Father presence matters. Research on
father presence is scant, one exception
being Smith and Morgan's (1994) study
on the impact of father presence on ado-
lescent girls' delay of sexual activity.6
Studies on father absence, as is the case
in other research on families, focus pri-
marily on adjustment to divorce. The
enduring effects of living in a single-
parent. female-headed household are
unclear, although a variety of negative
outcomes for children are associated
with father absence (e.g., poor school

2 0

performance. low self-esteem, early sex-
ual activity, and economic deprivation).
Most studies offer little empirical evi-
dence. and what exists is inconsistent
regardine the quality of life for children
and their mothers and the long-term
effects of single parenting on children.
mothers, and fathers.

3. Joblessness is a major impediment to
family formation and father involve-
ment. The role of father as financial
provider for the family is often chal-
lenged by the real-life experiences of
many young, low-income fathers who
have neither employment skills nor
access to work opportunities. When the
normal venues to obtain work are
unavailable or inaccessible, many
fathersparticularly young fathers with
few skills and little schoolingoften
either avoid the responsibility of sup-
porting their children or turn to informal
economies or unrecorded and untaxed
work to provide the necessary income
and establish credibility in their families.

4. Existing approaches to public bene-
fits, child support enforcement., and
paternity establishment create obsta-
cles and disincentives for father
involvement. Among many young
fathers and the mothers of their children.
systemic approaches to paternity estab-
lishment and child support enforcement
activities are met with distrust and asso-
ciated with punitive, rather than support-
ive, effects. The first contact between
the institution and an absent parent is
often through a phone message or letter:
if that is ignored the parent is visited by
a representative of the sheriff's office
an unwelcome sight in many communi-
ties.7 Perhaps the greatest disincentives
to paternity establishment are the high
costs of processing and applications fees
that are associated with going to court.
These not only inhibit fathers from
declaring paternity, but also deter
women from initiating the process.

5. A growing number of young fathers
and mothers need additional support
to develop the vital skills to share the
responsibility for parenting. Coopera-
tive or shared parenting affirms that the
child is pre-eminent in the family, even
when parents are divorced, separated, or
never married. Research on cooperative
parenting has focused primarily on mar-
r ed, divorced, and separated couples.
F rograms serving low-income families
often do not include issues of shared
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parenting in their work. Research on the
co-parenting program at the Philadelphia
Children's Network shows that both
young mothers and young fathers expe-
rience problems (such as those having to
do with role transitions, social barriers
and racial discrimination, low self-
esteem, and families of origin) and are
concerned for their children's well-being
and future. Es en if the two young par-
ents share a household, however, they
often form fragile families that have few
of the educational, social, and economic
resources that could support their efforts
to cooperate as parents.

6. The transition from biological father
to committed parent has significant
developmental implications for young
fathers. This transition falls under the
category of role transition, which is the
process of changing from one set of
expected behaviors in a social system to
another.s A role transition. which can
include moving from the developmental
stage to another, is accomplished when a
person fulfills expectations associated
with a particular period (such as school
entry, high school graduation. marriage,
childbearing, and parenting) and moves
on to those of the next. When young
fathers are inconsistent or inattentive to
personal and family issues, they often
are reacting to the difficulty of making
the abrupt transition into fulfilling adult
roles and assuming the responsibility
that responsive parenting requires.

7. The behaviors of young parents, both
fathers and mothers, are influenced
significantly by the intergenerational
beliefs and practices of their families
of origin. Young parents' definitions of
parenting and attitudes toward family
life are influenced by the nature and
structure of life within their families of
origin, i.e.. how they experienced child-
hood and family life. Research on fami-
ly development suggests that families of
origin, regardless of economic standing.
influence the way their children will par-
ent in many ways, and frame the experi-
ences of young parents. They may be
sources of strength or promoters of con-
flict. Regardless, they are powerful
forces in young parents' decisions about
how to raise their children. including
their decisions about co-parenting
efforts. Families of origin are the
sources ot "family cultures,- including
behaviors. cultural beliefs, life experi-
ences, and self-regulatory practices."

20 141' or

A Call for Collaboration
Research on fathers and families must

begin with the assumption that parents.
regardless of their income levels and mem-
bership in ethnic groups, share with their
children the possibility of a relationship of
trust. Both this relationship and the invest-
ment by parents. schools, communities.
and society upon which the relationship is
built are necessary to ensure the well-being
and success of children. Researchers must
demonstrate a commitment to research as a
medium for advancing family support
practice and for effecting change. Together.
researchers, practitioners. and policymak-
ers must collaborate both to envision and
work toward enhanced possibilities for
children and families, particularly those
most vulnerable among us.

Vivian L. Gadsden. Ph.D.. is the director of the
National Center on Fathers and Families,
University of Pennsylvania. Graduaw School
of Ediwanon. 3700 tthlnut St.. Box 58.
Philadelphia. PA 19104-6216. 215/686-3910
(phone). 215/686-3908 (fva She is a profes-
sor at the University of Pennsylvania.
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It seems too good to be true: The district
attorney's office, a local community col-
lege, and the public school system all

teaming up with a family resource center
to provide services to young, unwed
fathers. Not only is it trueit appears to be
working for everyone involved. especially
the young fathers.

The result of this collaboration is Con
Los Padres (With the Fathers), and here's
how it works: Bienvenidos Family
Services, with the help of a number of
school-based programs that serve pregnant
and parenting young women, identifies
fathers who are between the ages of 12 and
17 (or 18, if they're in high school). Once

a young father is identified. Bienvenidos
counselors tell him about Con Los Padres.
Those who participate get thirty weeks of
parenting classes, personal counseling, and

educational and job training opportunities.
Once a young father joins Con 1..os Padres

_r-

and accepts legal responsibility for his
child by registering with the office of the
district attorney of Los Angeles county
the people in charge of child support
enforcementS50 per is paid to the moth-
er (or other custodial adult) for each month
that the father attends classes. Other incen-
tives also encourage fathers to participate.

Sitting in on Con Los Padres

When you follmv the path of pow fitther
you learn to walk like him.
Native American proverb

Nine padres have made it to today's
class. even though there's a driving rain
storm in southern California. Each father
enters quietly. acknowledges the others,
and takes a position around the table of
snacks. Long moments of silent eating are
interrupted by brief neighborhood reports:

"Did you hear about
"Yeah. I heard about that ..."
When the fathers have had time to eat.

drink, and relax, senior teen parent coun-
selor and mentor Bobby Verdugo enters the
room and says. "Let's get started." The
fathers make their way to the couches.
Seated, they look as if they were sitting in
a home. in a place they trust.

Verdugo asks the young fathers if they
have seen the article in the Los Angeles
Times that features the program and pic-
tures of them and the child of one of them.
Most have seen the article: they, their
mothers, and their airiffiends have clipped
it. Some have been stopped by teachers
and neighbors who said that they had seen
it, and were proud of them.

This ice-breakers out of the way.
Verdugo gets to the business at hand: the
-fathers are scheduled to discuss how they
have learned about fatherhood through
their culture, their community, and their
family. Each father has a personal opinion
of what being a good father is and is not,
and this discussion provides an opportunity
for them to examine their own parenting
styles by describing the relationships they
had with their own fathers or grandfathers.
Many of them describe negative experi-
ences, but the young fathers all are focused
on their purpose for being in the class: to
learn new ways. better ways, to be a father.
One young father says, "My father is just
sticking to his beer. 'When you're 18
you're out of here; he says. He didn't even
want to go to the hospital when I got
Ihurtl. You see, my mother has been both
my mother and my dad. Who's teaching
me how to be a dad? Me. myself. and my

mom."
Real change doesn't happen overnight.

and it w ill take time to determine the sue-
cess and iability of this new program.
Con Los Padres has the makings of success
for the young fathers who continue to par-
ticipate: incentives to participate, and
counselors who care, listen, and understand
that these fathers must define their own
model of fatherhood, one that is drastically
different from those they've seen and
experienced.

Ihenvenubm t amilv Services mu! Con Los
Padws ran be reached at .5233 East Beverly
Blvd.. East LOA AlltZeleA, 90022. 213/728-
()577 (plume). 2 /3/72N-3483 (lax).
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RESOURCE FILE

Fatherhood and Family Support
The following organizations provide
resources and/or training to those
who are interested in fatherhood
and family support. Some provide
direct services to fathers and
families: others produce written
matenals.This list is adapted in part
from New Expectations:Community
Strategies for Responsible E]therhood

by James A. Levine and Edward W
Pitt.

Resource Organi'z.ations

Center on Fathers, Families, and
Public Policy
Family Resource Coalition
200 South Michigan Avenue. I 6th Floor
Chicago. IL 60604
31 21341 -0900 (phone)

3121341-936 I (fax)

Examines the legal and social service
support systems available to never-
married, low-skilled, and low-income
fathers.Works to educate the public
and policymakers about the need for
public policies that will assist the never
married, low-income father in moving to
complete involvement with his child or
children.

Children's Rights Council
220 Eye Street NE, Suite 200
Washington. D.C. 20002-4362
2021547-6227 (phone)
Works to strengthen families through
education and advocacy: favors family
formation and family preservation, but if
families break up or are never formed,
works to ensure a child frequent and
continuing contact t, qr.) two parents

and extended family

22 ::or jc

The Fatherhood Project
Families and Work Institute
330 Seventh Avenue
New `i ork, NY 10001

2121465-2044, ext. 2003 (phone )
2121465-8637 (fax
National research and education project
that examines ways to support male
involvement in child rearing.

Father-to-Father
Children,Youth, and Family Consortium
University of Minnesota
12 McNeal Hall
1985 Buford Hall

St. Paul. MN 55108
6121626-1212
Inspired by Vice President Al Gore to
promote responsible fatherhood in
communities across the United States.

National Center on Fathers and
Families
Philadelphia Children's Network
Graduate School of Education
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia. PA 19104

215/686-3910 (phone)
215/686-3908 (fax)
Established to develop and implement a
practice-focused research agenda that
expands the knowledge base on father
involvement.

National Fatherhood Initiative
600 Eden Road
Building E

Lancaster. PA 17601

717/581-8860
Public media campaign highlighting the
absence of fathers in many families;
advocates responsible fatherhood as the
solution to this national crisis.

National Practitioners' Network
for Fathers and Families
Families and Work Institute
330 Seventh Avenue

I

New York. NY 10001
2121465-2044 ext. 2003 (phone)
2121465-8637 tfax)
Is comprised of service providers.
researchers. policymakers. and funders

who share and provide information on
fathers and families. Seeks to educate
the public on developments in the field
of fatherhood and family support.

Avance
301 South Frio. Suite 310
San Antonio,TX 78207
210/270-4630
Community-based family support
program for low-income Latino parents
and their children: offers a special
curriculum for fathers.

MELD for Young Dads
MELD
123 North Third Street, Suite 507
Minneapolis, MN 55401

6121332-7563 (phone)
6121344-1959 (fax)
A network of 10 programs in six states
that work to connect fathers with their
children: about 70 programs in 20 states
have replicated this model. which
focuses on peer education.

National Center for Fathering
10200 West 75th Street
Shawnee Mission. KS 66204

9 13/384-466 I (phone)
913/384-4665 (fax)
Researches fathering practices. provides
training seminars for fathers, and
conducts public education on
fathernood issues.

0



National Fathers' Network
Kindenng Center
I 6120 NE Eignth Street
Bellevuc.WA 98008
206/747-4004
Estamsr ed to provide s...oport to men
',hose children are born in or
develop special needs.

National Institute for Responsible
Fatherhood and Family
Revitalization
1090 Vermont Avenue NW, Suite 1100
Washington, D C. 20005-4961
2021789-6376
r..ncourages fathers to .orm Ponds mth
:heir children thrown .naividua;
counseling, education, and mentors

PublidPrivate Ventures
2005 Market Street, Suite 90
Philadelphia. PA I 9103-7009
800/755-4778 or 215,1557-4463
(phone) 215/557-4469 (fax)
Manages and evaluates social policy
initiatives to help young people.
especially the hard-to-serve, become
productively employed and self-
sufficient. Operates an Unwed Fathers
Program that offers job training,
educational services, counseling, and

fatherh000 development training,

Many of the organizations listed above
can recommend resources other than
those listed here. Some of the following
book descriptions are adapted from
New EK t-ect(itions: Community Strategies
Ibr Responsible f-othert,00d by James A

Levine and Edward W Rtt.

Circles of Care and
Understanding: Support
Programs for Fathers of Children
With Special Needs
by James E. Alav
'0°2 (Bethes,y2./1/2! Awx
Children's Health. 30! /654-65.1°)

A practical guidebook. on how to
develop a support program for fathers
whose children have special needs.

Climbing Jacob's Ladder:The
Enduring Legacy of African
American Families
by Andrew Billingsiey
1992 (New York: Simon and Schuster)

Available from FRC. 312/3.41-0900

A unique view of the strengtns, dp.ersity.
ano resiliency of African American
families. Billingsley describes the maior

economic and social forces that nave
led to the socioeconomic situation of
African American fathers and families
today.The book dispels common myths.
misconceptions. misunderstandings. and
misinformation about African American
families.

Fatherhood in America:A History
by Robert Griswold
1993 (New York: Basic Books, 2121207-

7528).
The first full-scale historcal analysis of
men's lives as fathers, which shows how
the cultural ideal of fatherhood has
been redefined in response to changing
economic and social circumstances.

Fatherless America: Confronting
Our Most Urgent Social Problem
cv David Blankerhorn
I 995 (New York. Basic Books. 2 : 21207-

7528).
Argues that fatherlessness is the driving
factor behind every major American
social problem, including teernge
pregnancy. crime, violei e against

women. luvenile delinquency, substance
abuse, and child poverty

BEST COPY AVA1LAELE I

Father Love:What We Need,
What We Seek,What We Must
Create
by Richard. Louv

1093 (New York. Pocket Books. 2 i 21698-

;000 v 600/223 2330)
Based on extensive interviews with
fathers, mothers, and children across
America. Father Lo...e conneas the
personal experience of fatherhood to
the broader social need to care for ail
children.

Fathers
by Ross Rorke

1996 ,'Cambridge, Harvarc
Dress. a I 7i495-2577)

An access,ble review of child
development research on the rue of
father,

Getting Men Involved: Strategies
for Early Childhood Programs
byfames A. Levine. Dennis T. Murbny and

Sherrill Wilson

I 993 (Scholastic Inc.)
Available from FRC: 3 I 2/341-0900
This workbook sho...-s early childhood
programs how they can encourage and
support men in becoming active fathers
and care-givers. Also includes portraits
of 14 successful programs and a list of
programs that work with fathers and
materials on fathers.

The Heart of a Father: How
Dads Can Shape the Destiny of
America
by Ken Canfield
1996 (Chicago: Northfield Publishine

800/393-DADS).
(National Center for Fathering)
Discusses the life cycle approach to the
development of fathers and their
children.
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Life Without Father: Compelling
New Evidence That Fatherhood
and Marriage Are Indispensable
for the Good of Children and
Society
Jr an'. 1

;06 ( tq( F.( 70:
/

erues teat fatheHessness the drr:inp,

factor nehna every major American
ocial pioulcm. Includes a Cirefui evie,A

:)f soca: sc once research.

New Expectations: Community
Strategies for Responsible
Fatherhood

t,-rc"; A 'He P

1995 (N(,;., F;;:nthes or1:1 Work:.

-.).?00

Offers a ne.v way of thinking and acting
to promote responsible fatherhood,
,ncluding a jargon-free review of
research. state-of- the-art review of
community-based strategies. tips from
leading practitioners, and a guide to

more than 300 programs nationwide
and to the 100 most useful publications.

NurturingYoung Black Males:
Challenges to Agencies,
Programs, and Social Policy
by Ronaki B. Ming,/

094 A/rsh,ric:rjon. D.C. UrbGn institute

Pess. 202/833-7200).
Discusses the unique socioeconomic,
psychological, and cultural problems of
,oung African American males and how

agencies, social programs, and social
policvmakers must develop new
initiatives and strategies tor dealing rib

these problems.

The Nurturing Father
hv Kv1e

'200)
A gi oundbreak iivir study of the impact

chddr,-). mothers, nd father s when
f,!,o p1 Imo . , trildm

)Io
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The Way We Never Were:
American Families and the
Nostalgia Trap

Strr r Coontz
or)': lork: dc

c)ffer-. .;torKai analysis of prevalent
mytns .1:.):Dut American family values and

*Teilies used to be like.Without
mininz,rig the serious new problems

American families face.

Coonrz that nostalgia for a
iargek .-thical past of traditional values

'1.1t can only. cripple our
capa: t, r>oive today's problems.

riocF-s. . .7.'20 7
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Making the Case for Family
Support: An Essay with
Supporting Documents
( /996. 29 pp paper)
MN M. CCM

Maker 85 km-maiert M

Here's w hat you'e been waiting
for: a concise, clear explanation
of w hy family support is what

America needs. and a stack of appendices that gives
y on the facts. figures. and reasoning to hack it up. What
are the pressing needs of America's families, and w hat
does family support do to address them? What do
"strengths-based- and "community-centered- mean
and why does America need to know? Q & A sections
help y on anticipate and answer common. yet challeng-
ing, questions. This is your source on the principles and
premises of family support. ty pical program compo-
nents, the costs of a crisis orientation to human services
and why family support is the logical alternatke. posi-
tive results of program evaluations, and w here to turn
for more information. Perfect, for letters to the editor,
funding proposals and hundreds of other situations y ou
face every day.

Communities
to CApitols

1466-

Tanlify Support

imussice.15

tatii

From Communities to Capitols:
State Experiences with Family
Support

Kmer. ed.
( /996. /."6 pp.. paper;
ltem Ni. CM1

Maim S15 Naluriers:

In this time of changing funding
streams. local family support
providers and si:te-level policy-

makers stand a lot to gain from coordination of services
on a statewide basis. Read how the 18 states with family
support initiatives have implemented them, from school-
linked sers Ices to priigrams that are adnitnistered through
the health-care sy stein, from home visiting to center-
based services and Jetts ities. Chapters describe each ini-
name's history and context, mission, population served.
senice providers, core components. numbers of sites and
tamilies served, administration and governanc:. funding.
accountability.. and training and technical assistance. Key
features are summarized in handy charts. "I ne perfect tool
tor polic makers and planners. as well as local program
staff s ho are working toward streamlined services.

Turn this page over for more
new family support resources

available from FRC. Order using
your FRC publications catalog,

or call 312/341.0900 x 129.

BEST COPY AVAILA2LE 26
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Fatherhood and
Family Support
FRC Report
(vol. /5, Non. 24 pp.,
ltio No. UT 151

Maim: Noa-memliers: $5

Fathers and fatherhood has e
attracted the national spotlight.
Find out w hv. and how you as a
family support practitioner.

researcher. family advocate, or policymaker can address
the pressing issues that fathers and families face. Learn
what attracts fathers to family support programs. Read
about the latest research. including how current public
policy atfects families ss ith low-income. noncustodial
fathers. Find out how tattlers involement in child rear-
ing benefits child des elopment. and read how programs
across the nation are working to maxitnize fathers'
involvement and serve all family members. Includes a
resource file that takes y ou straight to reputable sources
on this crucial subject.

Coming Soon

Guidelines for Practice
( /996. paper)
tto M. COM
CAI for midi

This book is the culmination of FRC's extensive project
to define how family support principles are operational-
lied by programs and what constitutes family-supportke
practice. Tying together a review of academic literature
and the experiences of family support program providers
and participants throughout the nation. Guidelines fin.
Pawnee belongs in the briefcase or on the bookshelf.
desk, or kitchen table of anyone who seeks the best ser-
vices and support for families. Also part of the
Guidelines for Practice project are:

Linking Family Support and Early Childhood Programs: Issues,
Experiences, Opportunities
RN' Mary Lamer. Ph. D.
1995 / hem No. (025 / ./5 / ffenthen: S5Von.olemben ;7'

Key Characteristics and Features ot Community-Based Family
Support Programs
Bs Cad Dumf. Ph. 1)
1995 / hew No (.029 /1,0 pp / tlembco: S5, Nmi.ntemberi

Community-Based Family Support .:enters: Working with
Abusive and At-Risk Families otorkInv tale)
Hi .lowe 1 lumlas
t'opune So011

Diversity,Cultural Democracy, and the Family Support
Movement NorAwS,' tale)
It, Mahlon:I( 11,onehi
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FRC is pleased to distribute these family support resources in addi-
tion to the ones it publishes. Order using your FRC publications cat-
alog, or call 312/341-0900 x 129.

New Expectations: Community Strategies for Responsible

Fatherhood
By James A. Levine and Lill Ord it. Put
Famthes ami mirk in,mule. 1v95. 2.4) pp.. paper;

Hem No. X043

Menke: & NBII-Menters: 822

This ground-breaking book is a lite-saver for communities and pro-
grams that are seeking to promote responsible fatherhi)od. From the
directors of the Fatherhood Project of the Families and Work Institute

comes this new way of thinking and acting to promote responsible

fatherhood. Want to be up on the latest research w ithout ading through a lot of jargon! This

is the hook for you. The book's review of state-of-the-art community-based strategies and tips
from leading practitioners allow you to benefit front the experiences of those who have tried

and succeeded. New Expectations includes a guide to more than 300 programs nationwide.
plus descriptions of 100 publications to turn to for information that will help ou make our
program. agency, or system father-friendly.

Understanding Latino Families: Scholarship, Policy, and Practice
Ruth Lambratu.. ed.
(Sai;e Publicatiom. 1995. 242 pp.. paper)

ftem No. 8045

Molars Noo-membert 821.85

Researchers. famil support workers. planners. scholars, and students
will find find this hook an Invaluable resource. Offering an integrated.
culturally sensitive focus, it presents a dynamic new approach on the
strengths of Latino/Hispanic groups. the structural processes that
impede their progress. and the cultural and familial processes that

enhance their intergenerational adaptation and resiliency. A leading group of scholars clearly

presents social and demographic profiles of Latino groups in the United States. empirical and
conceptual reviews of Latino family approaches, and practice and policy implications from the

studies of Lafino social programs. Discussed are salient topics such as the economic well-
being of Latino families. prospects for Latino children and adolescents, the adjustment of
Central American refugees. and Latino child and family health concerns.

EMPOWERMENT
EVALUATION

linoliviloeg and

.Self-Assessment
& Accountalnlity

d
arid M. tempi§
S J , WNW

Malin Wmilennal1=

Empowerment Evaluation: Knowledge and Tools for Self-

Assessment and Accountability
David 1--etternmn, Shukeh Kattarian. and Abraham Itinulersman. eds.

(Suite Publicatums. I V96. 4/I rp parer)

Ito No. X044

MINIM & Noo-orobors: $29.85

This outstanding group of evaluators from academia, government.
nonprofits. and foundations explores empowerment evaluation. a
method of using evaluation cimeepts. techniques. ,ind findings to fos-
ter families' improvement and self-deternunation. Beginning with an

in-depth examination ot this type of evaluation as it has been adopted in academic and tOun-

dation settings, this hook highli .g.Ius empowerment inaluation's role in the U.S. Department of

Health and Human Services' substance abuse prevention programs. Included are down-to-

earth tools to help you conduct empowerment eviduatitm and rectnnmended next steps to help 0 (
bring empowerment evaluation and community-budding together to strengthen families.
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Changing the Way
America N/Vorks for Families

ke 'rar-n,. Resource Coation ,s a rDempe-ship. consuitog.

advocacr or2anization that ris oeen adyanong the

mo,,errert to ::,-ergtren and support s:nce :?8l.

The famiiy s....opor movement and FRC i.ee!,. to :,trengthen ?Inc

emooAer mi and communities 10 that Y-e can :Osten the =-

mai aeve.opment of cnilaren. youtn. anc act tarni, members. FRC.:

builds net.%c-vs. Produces resources. :lc :dotes for public Policy

provides consoling ser\ ices. and 2atners Kno.vecr:e to nelp tne

family suor.:ort movement :TOM

Our net..^.crK ranges from mose wor,:ing on the l'rcntiines mtn

families :n local communities, to state officials grappling with how

best to deliver services. to Capitol Hill public policy analysts, to aca-

demicians all contributing their important Perspectives. We main-

tain the nation's largest database on family support programs ana

build our base of information through continual collaboration mth

family support scholars and program providers.

Tracking .'eoerai. :tate, and local -itiatives. and maKinz t-.s

informaton aadac'e to Coalition n'ernders and others

Providing leaders- o at the nnonai level to plan strategy and gain

,esources t-or the continued gro,vin o! the field

Collect:N and c-Heminating current rowledge on orouam

design. admin,strat.c-n. staffing. fnancr g. and outcomes

Publishing current theory on family s6pport issues as well as

matertais on haw to start and manaze programs

Publishing the highly acclaimed FRC Report a quarterly periodical

devoted to family support Issues and FRC Connection, a bimonthly

networking newsletter for Coalition members

Sponsonng national conferences and other meetings

Our Jay-to-day work includes: Encouraging information flow, networking, and collaboration

among local programs.

Providing technical assistance. traininz and consulting services for

programs. schools, and government agences to ink family support

to other services for children and families

Communicating family support issues and information to policy-

makers

For more information on joining the Family Resource

Coalition or to receive a catalog of our publications and

services, contact us at 200 S. Michigan Ave., 16th Floor,

Chicago, IL 60604, 312/341-0900 (phone), 312/341-9361

(fax) or via HandsNet at HN 4860.

tite
FAMILY RESOURCE COALITION
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